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Greetings from Ruaha!
For many, including ourselves, this is proving to be an extraordinary year! The world is
changing in so many different ways, it is often hard to process it all. However, one thing
remains the same, and that is nature. Nature is a real anchor, reminding us that life is
good and beautiful, a day in the park or garden does much to uplift the spirits.
We hope that the photos of these lovely bronzes will brighten up your
day or make an already bright day even better!
“Steamed up” - Bull elephant bronze no 200. - 40cm long x 20cm wide x 30cm high.

“Wild dogs”
Are fascinating
animals, with large
territories and
strong family
bonds. Rob has
captured their
characters
perfectly
in this lovely
sculpture.
Bronze no. 228.
42cm long x 20cm
wide x 32cm high.

Kudu antelope are
incredibly good at
concealing themselves
behind dry, sticky bushes.
Often times one misses them
altogether, despite that they
are right beside the road!
Robs ‘Kudu alerted”
encapsulates that still, silent
moment when they stand
motionless, carefully
surveying what lies ahead.
Bronze no. 190.
58cm long x 25cm wide x
63.5cm high.

“ Old Maasai”
Bronze no. 196
18cm long x 18cm wide x 35.5cm
high
The essence of these regal people is
expressed in this striking bronze of
an elderly Maasai man.

A lone bull giraffe standing tall,
perhaps he has seen a female way off in
the distance, or perhaps a rival male.
Bronze no 171
30.5cm long x 15cm wide x 63.5cm high

Four Impalas
leaping
What a decorative
piece this is! Impalas
are exquisitely
elegant, never more
so when they leap.
Bronze no 227
60cm long x
26cm wide x 40cm
high

Horse head
Bronze no 197
15cm long x 15cm wide x 38cm tall
This lovely sculpture concludes this selection
of bronzes.
Thank you for taking the time to view
these lovely sculptures.
Finally, here is a quote by Pablo Neruda
“you can cut all the flowers but you can’t
keep the spring from coming”

